
Wedding Photography 
Planning Guide



Hey There, I’m Emma!
Wedding planning is stressful, am I right? That’s why I 
made this guide. I’ve been a wedding photographer 
for three years and there’s one thing I know about 
all couples getting married: they have no clue what 
they’re doing and they want some help figuring it out! 
For sure they have ideas on what they want, but how 
do you actually make that happen? 
Use this guide as a spring board to help alleviate 
some stress and focus your ideas when it comes to the 
wedding photography aspect of planning your 
wedding. And if you’re in Connecticut, I hope you’ll 
reach out to me about photographing your wedding 
because I love meeting new couples! 

Choosing Your Photographer
There are several things that go into choosing the perfect photographer, but the three main 
things to consider are these: 
• Do you get along; are your personalities a fit? You’re going to be with this person a lot 

on your wedding day, so it’s important that you enjoy spending time with them.
• Are their services going to meet your goals? Make sure you like their artistic style as 

well as the products they can provide for you, and that they can work with your budget. 
• Are they a competant professional? Ask the important questions about how they’ll  

manage your wedding day timeline and take care of your images to get a sense of 
how expereinced they are. 
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What Coverage Do you Need?
One of the hardest struggles for couples is determining how much coverage they need for 
wedding photography. Many photographers offer standard packages that accomplish the 
same kind of coverage for most weddings, but I always encourage couples to ask them-
selves to outline their priorities for their wedding photography so that we can determine 
what the best coverage option is. 
• Make a list of your priority pictures; rank the photos that are really important for you to 

have when the wedding is over. This list will help you and your photographer determine 
the appropriate amount of wedding day coverage. 

• Discuss the timeline with your photographer. If your photographer has been around 
a time or two, they know how much time they need to accomplish the style of photos 
you’re looking for from them. Don’t ask them to squeeze too much stuff into too little time 
for the sake of meeting a budget goal. 

Should You Have a Second Photographer?
My short answer is “yes.” Most photographers include them in their wedding coverage 
packages as a standard. But if your photographer offers them as an add-on, you should 
seriously consider going for it for these reasons:
• Peace of mind. This is the number one reason hiring a second can be a good idea. If 

an emergency happens, you know you will still have at least one photographer coming 
to photograph your big day. Also, if one photographer has equipment malfunctions, the 
other can continue working and there will be no missed coverage or delays while you 
wait for the issue to be resolved. 

• Multiple locations. Some wedding photographers are good but none I know are      
super-human. When you need coverage in two different locations simultaneously,    
second photographers are a must. 

• Filling the gaps. Whether it’s taking photos of one thing while the main photographer is 
handling something else in another location, grabbing an alternate perspective of the 
same event or even just covering bathroom breaks, second photographers make the 
whole day go a lot smoother. 



Go For the Engagement Session!
Some couples know for sure they want to have an engagement session done and others 
aren’t sold on it. I love doing them and I highly recommend them to all couples. They are 
an awesome opportunity for you and your photographer to get to know each other better. 
And for your photographer to get to know you in front of the camera, which will make your 
wedding pictures even more awesome! Most couples don’t have professional photos of 
them besides their wedding photos, so it’s nice to have some more casual photos of the two 
of you not in your wedding clothes! They can be used for your save-the-dates, invitations, 
and and so many other things, too! Some couples use an engagement photo as a canvas 
guest-book, or they use the photos to decorate the venue or table centerpieces. 

I just don’t like having my photo taken!
That’s actually the best reason to have an engagement session. If you are camera shy or 
generally awkward in front of the lens, having a practice run with your photographer will 
be really beneficial in helping them help you look great in your wedding photos! 
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Planning the Big Day in Photos
A wedding day can have 3 to 5 major parts of the day depending on how the timeline is 
laid out. Those parts are: 
• Preparations: the portion of the day when the couple is getting ready, usually at a hotel 

with members of their wedding party and/or family. This is also when all those gorgeous 
detail photos are taken!

• First Look: a planned moment for the couple to see each other for the first time, and 
sometimes when other formal portraits are taken depending on your photographer/
planner’s preference. 

• Ceremony: the main event and doesn’t really need much of an explanation here.
• Cocktail Hour: the time for your guests to be entertained while you take family photos 

(and wedding party and couple’s portraits if there was First Look). 
• Reception: Party Time! This is when all your important mini-events happen and then your 

guests cut loose on the dance floor!
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{  Remember how before I talked about how you should rank your 
photography priorities? This right here is what I was talking about. 
How important is it to you that each of these get photographed? }  



Preparations
Just as it sounds, this part of the day is when you and your intended are getting ready with 
your family and friends before your ceremony. There are two kinds of photos that usually 
happen during this time: detail images and getting ready/dressed images. Your should 
plan for a minimum of an hour for each person getting married in order to adequately     
capture details and preparation images for each of them. And to help your photographer 
out, you should follow this PRO-TIP, which is to have all the detail items you want 
photographed packed together and waiting for your photographer when they arrive.
Here’s a helpful list of common detail items to remind you of what you should be thinking 
about:

Details
Bride’s Jewelry & Accessories

Bride’s Dress with a Nice Hanger

Bride’s Shoes

Groom’s Tie, Watch & Accessories

Groom’s Vest & Jacket

Bouquets & Boutonnières

Wedding Bands with Engagement 
Ring All Together

Partner Gifts

Wedding Party Gift Items

Special Sentimental Items 
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The Ceremony
The ceremony is the most important and anticipated moment of your day. Whether you opt 
for religious or secular, traditional or wildly offbeat, the ceremony is where you exchange 
vows of love and fidelity that represent the love that is unique to you and your partner in 
front of the most important people in your lives: your family and friends.     

Should You Go “Unplugged”?
Many of the couples I speak with have concerns about their guests and the electronic 
devices that go with them, be they cellphones, point-and-shoot or DSLR cameras similar to 
what I am using at weddings. The opinions photographers have on this issue vary widely. 
My personal opinion is that I will never tell a couple to have an unplugged ceremony if 
they don’t feel it’s the right thing for them and I can absolutely work with any situation where 
a guest has a device. However, I do prefer working in an environment where guests are 
thoughtful and present witnesses to the love being honored that day. 

Pros
• Your guests are fully present for your          

ceremony and 100% focused on you
• Your guests will all be seated, creating a nice 

full looking ceremony in the photos and there 
is less chance that they will be obstructing 
your hired photographer

• No unnecessary flash; some guests using 
their devices don’t realize their flash is on, 
causing a distraction for you and an         
aberration in your photographer’s photos

Cons
• Images from the ceremony are not          

immediately available for family and 
friends unable to attend

• Some guests may be upset that they will be 
unable to photograph the ceremony them-
selves; often guests are not able to access 
to the professional photos taken 

• If your photographer has an unlikely      
catastrophic data failure, your unplugged 
ceremony means no wedding photos. 



Benefits of a First Look
Some couples know they want a first look, others want to save that moment for the aisle. 
A lot of couples are thinking about it for the first time when I ask them. I love doing them 
and I think they can help alleviate the stress of doing all of the portraits during the cocktail 
hour. You can accomplish some of the desired portraits before the ceremony, helping  
everyone feel less rushed and more relaxed. It also acts like a back-up plan in case 
things are running late, adding in some extra buffer time to plan. Some people worry that 
seeing each other before the ceremony will take the emotion away from it, but I haven’t 
seen that in my experience - people still cry tears of joy. 
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Portraits
This part of the day is probably the most coveted and dreaded part of the day. Every    
couple has a list of “must-have” photos with family members and friends, but the idea of 
wrangling them together and actually taking that many photos can be daunting and you 
just want to get it over with. Then, there’s the idea of spending some time alone with your 
partner and your photographer to take some romantic photos of just the two of you, but 
often there is only a little time left over for all that. Without a doubt this is one of the most 
important parts of the day for the photographer because these are the photos that will be 
given as gifts and hung up on walls, so it’s essential we do them well and don’t miss any. 
So there are a few tips I have to help make this go smoother for everyone. 

• Be realistic about the people-time ratio. If you and your partner have small families, 
you have more time for family portraits. If you have large families, you have less time. 
When you give your requested list of family and wedding party photos to your photog-
rapher, they will let you know if it’s too many groupings/people for the time alotted. 

• Definitely include immediate family, be selective about extended family. Unless an 
extended relative is extremely close to you it isn’t necessary to have a formal portrait 
with them and your photographer can get a more casual one during the reception. 

• Be economical about groupings. It’s unlikely you need to have a picture of you with 
each one of your siblings individually. Think about how you’ll use the photos of your 
family and wedding party after your wedding and select your groupings based on that. 

• Get everyone on the same page. Make sure you let everyone who you want to be 
in these photos know that you want them, tell them where they need to be and when. I 
cannot stress this last point enough, for your sake and your photographer’s!



Commonly Requested Portraits
Family Sides
Each Partner with Their Mother

Each Partner with Their Father

Each Partner with Both Their Parents

Couple with Each of Their Pairs of Parents  
(ex: Couple and Bride’s parents)

Each Partner with Their Siblings

Couple with Each of Their Whole Immediate 
Family

Each Partner With Their Grandparents

Bride with Mother and Grandmother 
(3-Generation Photo)

Groom with Father and Grandfather  
(3-Generation Photo)

Joined Families
Couple with All  Grandparents

Couple with All Parents

Couple with Both Whole Immediate 
Families

WEdding Party
Couple with the Whole Wedding 
Party

Couple with Person of Honor & Best 
Person

Each Partner with their Side of the 
Wedding Party

Each Partner with their Person of 
Honor/Best Person
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A Bientot!
I hope you’ve found this guide to be useful and not too overwhelming. This guide is just 
scratching the surface of the many things you and your photographer will plan together for 
your wedding day. If you haven’t already chosen a photographer, I hope you’ll consider 
reaching out to me. 
If the mood to contact me arises, I can be reached in the following ways:

Website Contact Form (preferred): www.emmathurgood.com/contact

Emails: elthurgood@gmail.com

Phone Calls: 269.830.9930

Facebook.com/emmathurgoodphotography

Instagram: @emmathurgoodphoto
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